In an effort to overcome quality and cost constraints inherent in population-based research, diverse data sources are increasingly being combined. In this paper, we describe the performance of a Medicare claims-based incident cancer identification algorithm in comparison with observational cohort data from the Nurses' Health Study (NHS).
Background:
In an effort to overcome quality and cost constraints inherent in population-based research, diverse data sources are increasingly being combined. In this paper, we describe the performance of a Medicare claims-based incident cancer identification algorithm in comparison with observational cohort data from the Nurses' Health Study (NHS).
Methods: NHS-Medicare linked participants' claims data were analyzed using 4 versions of a cancer identification algorithm across 3 cancer sites (breast, colorectal, and lung). The algorithms evaluated included an update of the original Setoguchi algorithm, and 3 other versions that differed in the data used for prevalent cancer exclusions.
Results:
The algorithm that yielded the highest positive predictive value (PPV) (0.52-0.82) and κ statistic (0.62-0.87) in identifying incident cancer cases utilized both Medicare claims and observational cohort data (NHS) to remove prevalent cases. The algorithm that only used NHS data to inform the removal of prevalent cancer cases performed nearly equivalently in statistical performance (PPV, 0.50-0.79; κ, 0.61-0.85), whereas the version that used only claims to inform the removal of prevalent cancer cases performed substantially worse (PPV, 0.42-0.60; κ, 0.54-0.70), in comparison with the dual data source-informed algorithm.
Conclusions: Our findings suggest claims-based algorithms identify incident cancer with variable reliability when measured against an observational cohort study reference standard. Self-reported baseline information available in cohort studies is more effective in removing prevalent cancer cases than are claims data algorithms. Use of claims-based algorithms should be tailored to the research question at hand and the nature of available observational cohort data.
Key Words: breast cancer, colorectal cancer, lung cancer, algorithm, administrative claims (Med Care 2018;56: e83-e89) P opulation-based research in cancer generally depends on large cohorts and data obtained from diverse sources, which may include prospective cohorts, administrative claims data, and state or national cancer registries. Each source individually may be limited by the quality of the information or the cost and effort in obtaining it. Yet, combining these data sources could maximize the quality and efficiency of data collection in addressing public health questions. For example, claims data may be utilized to replace expensive follow-up of cohort participants to identify incident cancers. However, prior research has not examined how identification of cancer cases may compare in administrative claims data versus epidemiologic cohort studies, and whether the 2 sources could be combined in simple ways that improve identification.
In this manuscript, we first updated a claims-based algorithm developed to identify incident cancers (Setoguchi et al 1 ) , and compared its performance against cancer diagnoses identified in Nurses' Health Study (NHS) participants as the reference standard. Second, we tested combinations of the claims algorithm and the NHS data in an effort to improve our ability to identify new cancer diagnoses. In particular, claims data are limited in its ability to exclude prevalent diagnoses, whereas many cohorts may themselves collect information on prevalent diseases at study initiation. Third, we examined the performance of a modified claims algorithm in identifying prevalent cancers compared with NHS. Fourth, we compared the date of incident cancer diagnosis in the claims and NHS data.
METHODS
Overall, we searched the literature for published algorithms to identify incident cancers using claims data, and then both updated the algorithm as well as explored how the algorithm might be improved by the simple incorporation of NHS cohort data for excluding prevalent cancer cases at baseline. We evaluated the performance of these algorithms using NHS data as a reference standard. We focused on 3 cancers with differing incidence and mortality: breast, colorectal, and lung cancers. Details of our methods are described below. This study received institutional review board approval.
Reference Standard, NHS
The NHS cohort was initiated in 1976, when 121,700 female registered nurses, age 30-55 years, living in 11 US states, responded to a mailed questionnaire about their health and lifestyle. Questionnaires are sent biennially and inquire about diagnoses, including specific cancers, during the previous 2 years; questionnaires are mailed repeatedly throughout each 2-year cycle until a reply is elicited.
An NHS participant was initially eligible for the Medicare claims linkage if her social security number was available (80%), if she did not "opt out" of the Medicare linkage, and she responded to an NHS questionnaire following the observation window (or died during the observation window) to ensure loss to follow-up did not harm thorough reporting or identification of cases.
Medicare Claims Data
Medicare claims were restricted to female enrollees aged 65 and older before Of the NHS reported cases (breast, colorectal, and lung cancers) with diagnosis dates during the study period from 2008 to 2009, a large majority (71.8%) were confirmed by medical records and another 20.6% were reconfirmed by nurse-participant in the follow-up letter or call (and the remainder were confirmed by participant only or death record). In addition, for some NHS cancer cases, the date of diagnosis assigned may be slightly late (eg, if the cancer case is identified by the NHS at death rather than at exact time of diagnosis, which is particularly common for rapidly fatal cancers, such as lung); thus, we allowed NHS confirmation to occur in the succeeding 12 months (through 2010)-this accounted for only 9% of cancer cases, but helped reduce the inappropriate appearance of "false positive" cases found in claims data (ie, cases identified in Medicare in 2008-2009 but which were found in NHS in 2010).
Claims Algorithm for Incident and Prevalent Cancers
A literature review of published, claims-based methods to identify incident cancer cases yielded several algorithms, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] each with varying purposes and designs. We narrowed this list to algorithms that relied upon US administrative claims data, that addressed multiple cancer sites, and that presented clear, reproducible methods. Among the options, the Medicare claims-based algorithm by Setoguchi and colleagues was the only algorithm that met all of these criteria. In that publication, and in the present work, incident cancer was defined as a cancer that was first diagnosed within the study period, whereas prevalent cancer was defined as a cancer that was diagnosed before the study period (we did not try to identify recurrent cancers).
The Setoguchi algorithm consists of 6 rules for identifying incident cancers using Medicare claims (Supplementary 16 and/or Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) 17 codes, which are part of the Medicare billing process. The ICD-9 codes are specific to each type of cancer, whereas the CPT codes encompass the various types of cancer treatment. The 6 identification rules range from criteria such as cancer diagnosis (eg, 2 cancer ICD-9 codes within 60 d) to cancer treatment (eg, chemotherapy CPT codes plus cancer ICD codes). To address whether the identified cancer was incident versus prevalent, the algorithm uses claims data from 6 months before the start of the study period to remove prevalent cancer cases from the eligibility for incident cancer identification. Setoguchi and colleagues recommended the 6-month window, after review of various durations up to 36 months, without improvement of algorithm performance.
In our application of this algorithm, we reproduced the 6 identification rules with some modifications. We used a 2-year observation window, which identified incident cancers from January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2009, instead of the 4-year period used by Setoguchi and colleagues. We did this for practical reasons: 2008-2009 represents a time period for which NHS has had time to complete all documentation and data management of new cancer cases and deaths (which can take several years), and this time period corresponds to the NHS follow-up cycles which start each even year. To the original Setoguchi algorithm we also both updated the original list of CPT codes used in their 2007 publication, and added pathology codes that reflected clinical procedures routinely used in the reporting of cancer after tissue sampling (eg, cytopathology review) (see Supplementary Table 2 , Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/MLR/ B525 for details).
In assessing the Setoguchi algorithm's application for cancer detection in the context of an epidemiologic cohort study (NHS), we considered the updated Setoguchi algorithm (#1). To examine how claims and cohort data might be combined to exclude prevalent cancers before the study period, we developed 2 further versions, which varied how prevalent cancers were identified and excluded using claims plus cohort data (#2 and #3). In addition, 1 version (#4) focused on identification of any cancer without distinguishing between prevalent and incident cancers. These 4 versions are detailed below and depicted in Figure 1 : (1) Updated incident cancer identification, utilizing 6-month claims data window to exclude cancer before study period: this algorithm is updated and a slight modification (as described above) of the Setoguchi algorithm. (2) Incident cancer identification, utilizing NHS data to exclude prevalent cancer at any point before study period: this algorithm leveraged the longer follow-up period available in NHS, and removed prevalent cancer diagnoses identified by NHS from 1976 to 2007. This algorithm did not use claims data for searching prevalent cases.
(3) Incident cancer identification, utilizing 6-month window in claims data and NHS to exclude prevalent cancer: this algorithm combined #1 and #2, and removed prevalent cancers identified either in claims data from the previous 6 months or in NHS data from 1976 through 2007. Thus, this algorithm utilizes all of the information on prevalent cancers available on cohort participants in both data sources. (4) Prevalent cancer identification, utilizing claims only: we also considered an algorithm in which prevalent cancers were not excluded, for situations in which distinguishing between prevalent and incident cancers is not necessary.
Validation of Date of Diagnosis
In a separate exercise to compare date of incident cancer diagnosis in claims versus NHS data, we used the algorithm that excluded prevalent cancers based on claims and NHS data (#3) to establish our pool of incident cancers. As NHS identifies only month and year of diagnosis, we also used only month and year for claims-based incident cancer diagnoses. The assigned claims-based diagnosis date varied according to the type of service that was performed and recorded in the claims (for details see Supplementary 
Statistical Analyses
Summary statistics were calculated for each of the 4 algorithms comparing the claims-based detection of breast, colorectal, and lung cancers to cases reported in NHS. Standard summary statistics included sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV). To characterize algorithm performance across these summarize statistics, NHS data were the reference standard. In addition, the κ statistic was calculated to assess the agreement between claims-detected cancer diagnoses and NHS-identified cancer diagnoses.
To characterize the performance of each of the 6 individual rules within the algorithms for identifying cancer diagnoses in the claims data (Supplementary Table 1 , Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/MLR/B525), we plotted the sensitivity (true positive rate) against 1−specificity (false positive rate) for each identification rule for each cancer site using the algorithm which applied both NHS and claims data for excluding prevalent cancers.
RESULTS
There were 41,809 female NHS participants for whom claims data linkage was available in the relevant time period. Participant characteristics are displayed in Table 1 . In 2008, women ranged from 65 to 85 years of age, were predominately non-Hispanic white, distributed throughout the primary US census regions (although the largest number lived in the Northeast), similar to the overall NHS study population. During the 2-year study period, NHS identified 872 incident cancer cases (454 breast, 152 colorectal, and 266 lung cancer cases).
We applied the 4 versions of the algorithm (Fig. 1) across breast, colorectal, and lung cancer cases, and calculated a range of performance measures ( Table 2 ). The population sample varied somewhat between algorithms due to the differences in exclusions applied. In the basic algorithm (#1), sensitivity ranged from 93% for breast, to 79% for colorectal and 85% for lung cancers; in addition, PPV was relatively low (44% for breast, 42% for colorectal, 60% for lung cancer). In contrast, specificity was very high across all cancer sites, as was NPV (∼99% for both measures for each cancer). Overall, the κ statistic was also relatively low (0.59 for breast, 0.54 for colorectal, 0.70 for lung cancer).
When we excluded prevalent cases using all NHS data (#2), sensitivity remained similar to algorithm #1, suggesting that studies could rely on whichever source was simpler or less expensive to obtain, if sensitivity was of the highest importance. However, using NHS data for the exclusion increased PPV somewhat, to 79% for breast, 50% for colorectal, and 64% for lung cancers, whereas specificity and NPV remained ∼99% across cancer sites. In addition, the κ statistic improved when using NHS data to exclude prevalent cancers (0.85 for breast, 0.61 for colorectal, 0.73 for lung cancers).
Finally, for the algorithm that used both claims and NHS data to exclude prevalent cancers (#3), results for sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and κ were all nearly identical to the algorithm that utilized only NHS data (#2).
The algorithm which searched for all cancers (#4), performed best across all summary statistics. For breast cancer, sensitivity, specificity, and NPV were all ∼99%, with PPV of 96% and κ statistic of 0.97. The algorithm also performed well for colorectal and lung cancers, with sensitivity of 93% for colorectal and 92% for lung, specificity 99% for both, PPV 77% for colorectal and 80% for lung cancer, NPV 99% for both, and κ statistics of 0.84 and 0.85, respectively.
As the original Setoguchi algorithm involves 6 different "rules" (Supplementary Table 1 , Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/MLR/B525), we also examined the operating characteristics of each rule (Fig. 2) as applied to algorithm #3. We found that detection rates of both true positives (sensitivity) and false positives (1−specificity) varied as a function of rule and cancer site. For instance, rates of true and false positive rates of cancer detection based on use of biopsy claims varied little, ranging from 0.92 to 0.97 and 0.59-0.63, respectively, depending upon the cancer. In contrast, the operating characteristics of surgical claim-based identification of cancer resulted in broader variation, with true positive rates ranging from 0.30 for lung cancer to 0.78 for colon cancer and false positives ranging from 0.10 for lung cancer to 0.50 for colon cancer. Notably, use of chemotherapy claims resulted in very low accuracy of breast cancer identification, with a lower rate of true than false positive detection.
When we examined date of diagnosis in the 2 data sources, using only the true positive cases from the algorithm #3, the month and year were within 3 months of each other for claims versus NHS data in 86.7% (350/404) of breast cancer cases, 82.3% (93/113) of colorectal cancer cases, and 86.9% (179/206) of lung cancer cases. Moreover, for cases with a difference in diagnosis dates of > 3 months, the median difference between the claims-derived and NHS-derived month and year of diagnosis was just 6 months (70 with claims coming first, 31 with NHS coming first) across the 3 cancer sites.
DISCUSSION
We assessed a published claims-based algorithm to identify cancers, and compared claims-identified cases with cases identified via contacting participants every 2 years from the NHS cohort. In addition, since the ability to exclude prevalent cases is a major challenge in claims data, we also explored whether combining claims and "baseline" cohort data might improve algorithm performance. Motivation for undertaking this study was to delineate the challenges and opportunities inherent in augmenting observational data from epidemiological cohort studies with administrative claims data that provide detailed information on use of health care services to identify individuals with incident or prevalent cancer. Indeed, our ability to identify incident cancer cases using claims data was best (highest PPV and κ) when all information was utilized in removing prevalent cases. Nonetheless, the nearly identical performance characteristics when we did not use any claims data for removing prevalent cases suggests that cohorts with self-reported, baseline information from participants about cancer history may not benefit appreciably from buying or using claims data before the study period. Moreover, the modest sensitivity, and particularly low PPV and κ when using only claims data, for a 6-month window, to exclude prevalent cases underscores some of the limitations of identifying incident cancer cases using claims data alone. These issues were largely a result of a fair number of false positive (prevalent, not incident) cases found using claims, although extending the 6-month window in claims data to 12 months in our study, or to 36 months in the Setoguchi and colleagues publication, had no meaningful impact on algorithm performance. Nonetheless, if there were means of "reconfirming" case status (eg, only following-up on participants with claims-based cancer diagnoses rather than the entire cohort) then claims could yield cost-savings in large population-based cohorts compared with repeatedly contacting all participants. In addition, algorithm #4 was successful specifically in identifying true positive cases, although many were diagnosed in the years before the study period. The claims data clearly include many women receiving cancer-related health care services and/or health care services labeled with cancer diagnoses for cancers diagnosed years earlier. This may reflect ongoing care (eg, cancer-related complication), active surveillance (eg, biopsy), or could also be due to continued coding of diagnoses in subsequent years. Regardless, in research where both incident and prevalent cancers case identification is useful, the claims data algorithm performed well.
Overall our application of the Setoguchi algorithm to a cohort study confirmed findings from the Setoguchi and colleagues publication, where claims data were compared with state cancer registry data, but we did find some differences. Namely, our sensitivity for detecting breast and lung cancer were superior to Setoguchi and colleagues, though our ability to detect colorectal cancer was inferior to Setoguchi and colleagues report (77.4% vs. 83.9%). Possible reasons for these dissimilarities include: differences in cancer prevalence between the 2 studies, the lesser ability of claims to Figure 2 demonstrated the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity. Although some identification rules performed similarly across the cancers, others varied considerably by site. For example, radiation therapy identified few colorectal cancer cases (< 11, Supplementary Table 3, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/MLR/ B525), due to the overall rarity of its use in colon cancer. Alternatively, as surgery is near-universally used to treat breast cancer, its claims-based detection rate translated into both a high true positive (0.66) and low false positive rate (0.34). On the basis of their variant performances, identification rules could be simplified, and individually used or not based on both the site of cancer one is interested in identifying and the degree of false positive identification one is willing to accept.
The majority of diagnosis dates were identical between the claims-derived diagnosis date (month and year) and the NHS diagnosis date across the 3 cancer sites. Thus, claims may serve to augment cohort data in this capacity in cases where the date of diagnosis is not available for the participant.
Interpretation of the algorithm results should consider properties of the data sources we utilized. Our goal was to compare a claims-based algorithm to repeated contact with participants, generally considered the standard in populationbased epidemiologic research. The 2-year claims observation window performed comparably with Setoguchi and colleagues 4-year window, suggesting it is plausible to use fewer years of claims data for commensurate results. In addition, we had varying sample sizes for the different cancer sites, and thus results for colorectal cancer, the least common site here, may be less accurate than for breast cancer.
Our evaluation of the claims algorithms applied to the longstanding NHS helped to highlight several strengths and weaknesses in the use of claims-based algorithms for identifying breast, colorectal, or lung cancer in the context of epidemiologic studies (Table 3) . Although the highest performance in identifying incident cancer diagnoses is achieved with use of both data sources at study baseline, the use of baseline exclusions from participant reports resulted in very similar accuracy; thus cohorts may not need to purchase claims data before the baseline date of their study if they have baseline cancer reports available from participants, which is likely common.
Although our study used Medicare claims data exclusively, the algorithms should be broadly applicable to other claims-based data. For instance, the databases from all-payer claims, Medicaid, or specific commercial plans could be leveraged. Such claims data could also provide specific advantages over Medicare, including identifying cancers in those under age 65 years or enabling longer periods of observation at certain ages (potentially providing improved exclusion of prevalent cases, whereas a limitation of Medicare is the lack of information on diagnoses before age 65 y or before enrollment).
Our study underscores the ability of claims data to identify all cancers when distinguishing between prevalent and incident diagnoses is unimportant. This will be useful in situations where explicit information regarding timing of diagnosis is not needed, such as some genetic research or when establishing survivorship studies, or is available from the cohort study. Our results demonstrate that researchers should consider their research question and data availability when determining how best to use claims-based cancer identification algorithms to advance our understanding of cancer etiology, care, and outcomes.
